Committees 364 – Rehabilitation
(364-0A Editorial & 364-0C TechNote Subcommittees)

MEETING AGENDA – Spring Convention 2019
Monday March 25, 2019  10:30 – 12:00 am
Hilton Québec, Room H-Courville
Quebec City, QC

Benoit Bissonnette, 364-0A Chair
benoit.bissonnette@gci.ulaval.ca

David VanOcker, 364-0C Chair
DVanOcker@cvmprofessional.com

Mission:  Develop and report information on the analysis, sustainability and design of repair, rehabilitation, and strengthening of existing concrete and masonry structures.

Goals:
• Address controversial or "gap" issues concerning concrete repair and rehabilitation not covered by existing documents through TechNotes;
• Develop and report information on the analysis and design of repair, rehabilitation, and strengthening of existing concrete and masonry structures;
• Collect and disseminate information on sustainability and other topics of interest to the concrete repair and rehabilitation industry.

1. Introduction of subcommittee members (364 0A; 364 0C) and guests
2. Approval of minutes from the ACI Spring Convention subcommittee meeting in Las Vegas
3. TN to be reballoted: discuss edits since Vegas convention
   a. 364.6T
4. TechNotes - special topic: formatting comments / suggestions by Paul G in recent email
   a. TCM Guidelines - current and recent changes; evolution from FAQ format
   b. Confirm direction for docs undergoing revision and future docs
5. TechNotes being revised & updated for new ballot (FYI only, no discussion needed)
   a. 364.5T
   b. 364.7T
   c. 364.8T
   d. 364.9T (ready to ballot)
6. TN’s needing Campions (TN364.10 thru .13; expiring in 2022, 2023)
a. Will solicit in main committee mtg

7. TechNotes in editorial review (light green shaded ones on matrix)
   a. TN from FAQ 31 - decide on direction (ref recent emails Ryan C., & Liang J; min's from SLC)
   b. Others only if discussion necessary (?)

8. TechNotes in Limbo category (peach)

9. Update on the renewal of **364.3R – Concrete Repair Material Data Sheet Protocol** (Ben)

10. New business

11. Adjournment